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1. Introduction 
      Informatics Technology has been being developed with giant steps and it gets 

into every part of everyday living. Modern man uses computers more and more often, at 
home, at school, at faculty, at airports, at banks and museums, at restaurants, at work … 
A lot of production and business processes depend on Informatics.  

Software has an important role in the story about computers. It is in various forms:  
text editors, a picture, a video, and web pages; it is used for calculations, analyses; it 
helps you to follow some business, technological or production processes.  

Portal Builder is Software used to create web portals for workflow management. It 
is used to design process workflows or to follow the change of the state of a certain 
process. 

To work with this application, we need Informatics knowledge which is much bigger 
than a simple use of the Office Batch as well as understanding the process being 
designed. 

Portal Builder consists of the following components: 

 IDE – Integrated Development Environment 

 Engine – Work environment for the portal execution 

In order to make this tutorial more comprehensive, we are going to explain all the 
steps for a portal modeling. Here, we will use an example for a Reservation of technical 
resources in a high educational institution. This process consists of dispatching a request 
for technical resources reservation (a projector, a laptop computer, a graph scope, a 
vehicle…) in certain period of time. University staff makes a resource reservation and the 
person-in chief allows it or rejects it.  



2. Installing 

The minimum configuration necessary for the realization of this Software is the 
following: 

 Pentium IV 2 GHz 

 Windows XP, 2003 Server 

 Microsoft SQL Server* 

 dotNET Framework 2.0 SP1* 

 IIS 

*- powered up in the installment CD 

This Software consists of two separate Setups.  

Portal Builder – an application in which the web portal, together with the database, 
is designed, the relations in it, the portal layout, the organization and the flow of some 
process, a management with its users and the access privileges. 

Portal Engine – an application which is installed on the web server.(Internet 
Information Service). In it, the portals that have been designed and sent by the Portal 
Builder are executed. 

Portal Builder Software Installment is easy and simple. After the installing CD has 
been put in the CD reader, a menu, through which this software is installed in few steps, is 
automatically started.  

The installing CD also contains installment of dotNET Framework 2.0 SP1, unpaid 
software necessary for the Portal Builder work as well as an installment of SQL Server 
2005 Express. 

To install, click the link and this is how the execution of the appropriate Setup 
starts. Then follow the instructions. 

 
Figure 1. Portal Builder, Portal engine, dotNET Framework 2.0, SQL Server Installment Menu; 



3. Portal Model 
A portal created with a Portal Builder is a web portal based model. Each of the 

models from the portal is responsible for certain functions like navigation, description of 
business processes in the portal, etc… 

 

 
Figure 2. Portal Structure 
Organization Model – a model in which a multitude of (one or more) organized 

units and individuals which belong to these organization units are defined. 

Layout Model – The templates for the layout of the web portal pages. 

Navigation Model – The Navigation Model is a tree of navigation nodes which 
mark which page should be read when certain node is clicked on. 

Page Controls Model – contains controls for watching the data and the references 
to the access permissions. 

Process Model – A Process is a graphics of nodes (Process Nodes). Each of the 
nodes is a state of the business process which is modeled. The Nodes consist of a page 
and transition. A Page is the user’s interface for a certain state of the business process. A 
transition means a string of actions which should be done before going to the next node 
(state) of the business process. The actions performed are of “copy the form” type, “delete 
the current string” type, etc… 

Account Security Model – The Security Model contains users’ names and roles in 
which they could be found. The security of the portal is realized by defining which of the 
roles have the right to access a certain page, a process, transition and a navigation node.  



Data Model – It contains Data Groups which present a logical presentation of 
physical charts of the Data Bases and the Data Views, presenting a group of several Data 
Groups. 

3.1.  IDE 
The basic window of the user’s interface is shown in Figure 3. In this window 

several units are noticed, in which the commands for work with the program are sorted 
out. 

 
Figure 3. Main Program Window 
At the top, there is a menu in which the basic commands for manipulation with the 

portal design projects are placed, as well as for opening designers for all models.  

Right below it, there is a strip of icons that changes its content depending on which 
designer is active at the moment. 

On the left, there is a block of tools containing all the necessary tools for 
construction of the pages of the portal. 

On the right, there are four blocks for action and organization of: pages, object 
characteristics, processes and data bases. 

It is interesting that the blocks can be moved to different positions simply by drag 
and release action. Also, they can change the dimensions by dragging the edges which 
enables the user to organize the work space.  

In the middle part, there is a working space. Its color is grey when none of the 
designers or the page for arrangement is open.  



Creating a new portal is made from the main menu Portal > New Portal. A dialogue 
window appears as shown in Figure 4. Here, the name of the portal is filled in, the location 
where the project will be recorded, the author and a description of the portal. Further on 
follows the portal models’ designing with the appropriate designers. 

 
Figure 4. Creating of a new portal 



4. Designers 
For each of the models, there is a special designer to design necessary processes, 

pages, databases and links among them. 

4.1.  Organization Designer 
General data about the organization and its units are entered as well as the users’ 

data (Figure 5). It is opened from the Main Menu > Designers > Organization.  

  
Figure 5. General data about the organization and the users 

4.1.1. Organization Units 
All the organization units whose members would use the portal are entered here. 

Adding (Figure 6) is done by clicking on the icon marked with “+”. To delete a unit from the 
list, an appropriate unit is selected and then the icon marked with “-“ is clicked on. 

Members are added to the Organization Unit by clicking on the “Add” button (Figure 
7) and making a selection from the list. 

The list of all members is made in the “Persons” Tab (Figure 7). So, to add a 
member, first it must be added to the “Persons” Tab. 

Deletion of members is done by selecting them and the Remove button. 

  
Figure 6. A new organization unit “Dekanat” has been added 



 
Figure 7. Adding members to an organization unit 

4.1.2. Persons 
The list of all members, who are the users of the Portal, is made in the “Persons” 

Tab. 

It is similar to the “Users” Tab in the Security Designer with the difference that the 
general user’s data are also entered here (Name, Family Name, Title, Address, E-mail). 

Here the new users are added and existing, once are deleted. Their general data 
and their users’ rights are entered. This is done by clicking on the “+” button. 

   
Figure 8. Adding a user and assigning user’s rights 

In the form which appears (Figure 8) there are two tabs in which the following data 
are appropriately entered: 

1. User 

• Username – the user’s name with which the user will sign in the Portal 

• Password – password known only by the user 

2. Member of – a list of groups with certain users’ rights to which the user belongs 
to. On the Add button a form appears from the list of which we choose a 
group/groups with certain users’ rights that are assigned to the user. 

 



4.2.  Security Designer 
Security of the Portal in terms of defining the users and their rights on the Portal is 

made in this Designer. We get to it from the main menu Designers > Security (Figure 9) 

 
Figure 9. Security Designer – Adding users – Users 
Security Designer consists of two tabs:  

• Users – This tab has a similar function to that of the Persons tab in the 
Organization Designer which means that they complement eachother. 
Besides the predefined Administrator and Anonymous, here the rest of the 
Portal Users are also added. By clicking on the Add button the forms like 
Figure 8 appear. 

• Roles - Defining the roles that the Users have. Adding a role is done by 
clicking the Add button and filling in the two tabs of Role and Members. In 
the Role tab, a name and a description of the group with certain rights are 
entered, while in the Members tab by clicking the Add button from the Users 
form, users who will have the rights from the group that is created are 
chosen. 

 
Figure 10. A list of roles 

   
Figure 11. Adding a new role 



4.3. Data Group Designer 
Data model of the Portal consists of a collection of groups of data (DataGroup), a 

collection of relations among the data groups and the collection of Views (DataView) of the 
groups of data. 

• DataGroup – is a logical view of the physical chart that would be created on 
the SQL server. 

• DGColumn – decribes the column in the data group. The type of the column 
might be: string, text, integer, double, date, date time, filetype, imagetype. 

Data Group is created in the tools block, Portal Data Model. It is done with the right 
click on the Data Groups and choosing the New Data Group (Figure 12) or by clicking the 
New Table icon from the icon strip under the main menu. 

Data View is created in the tools block Portal Data Model. It is made with the right 
click on the Data View and choosing the new view (Figure 12) or by clicking the New View 
icon from the icon strip under the main menu. 

While creating a new data group, it is very important to know the process which is 
being modeled in order to take into consideration all the data that will appear during the 
process. 

New Data Group – a form for assigning a name to the data group i.e. the chart, 
appears (Figure 13). In our example, a data group that describes the resources is 
necessary for resources reservation. That is why we are going to call this data group 
Resources. 

  
Figure 12. Creating a new Data Group and a new Data View 

  
Figure 13. A new chart with basic columns that it must contain is created 

After being created the new Data Group appears in the Portal Data Model block. 

The newly generated data group contains several lines that are “constructively” 
embedded. Every line in the Data Group refers to one column in the physical chart of the 



SQL Server. By clicking on the last line of the chart, right below it a new empty line is 
automatically added.  

In it, it is possible to assign the characteristics Primary Key, Foreign Key and Allow 
Null to the fields, to choose the type of data that will be entered in the column (string, text, 
integer, double, date, date time, file type, image type) and the length of the record. 

For our example, we should add the columns which describe the resource: 
Resource Name (from the String type), Resource Description (from the String type), and 
Resource File (from the File Type). Here, the parameters Allow Null and Foreign Key can 
be set up. 

The context menu for managing data groups (charts in the SQL Server) as well as 
for generating basic types of pages that will be connected to certain data groups, appears 
with a right click of the mouse. 

It contains the following commands (Figure 14): 

• New Data Group – adds a new data group 

• Edit Data Group – opens the data group in order to make changes 

• Generate Insert Page – generates html page which contains fields for the 
entry of data according to the template, i.e. fields selected from the chart 
which the context menu refers to. Those fields have appropriate generic 
labels, prepared to make translations into many languages from them.  

• Generate Preview Page – generates html page which contains Grid View 
(chart display) of the chart data. 

• Generate Select Page – generates html page which is used to make a 
choice from the data that have already been entered. 

• Delete – used to delete pages. 

 
Figure 14. Context menu of a data group 
Our example needs another data group Resource Reservation (Figure 15) in which 

the following columns should be added: Submitter (String), Submit Date (Date Time), 
Status ID (String), Resource Name (String), Reserve Date From (Date Time), Reserve 
Date To (Date Time), User Decided (String), Decision Date (Date Time), Satisfaction 
Sheet (File Type), Satisfaction Date (Date Time). 



 
Figure 15. Appearance of the chart in which the process of reservation is recorded 

4.3.1. Data View Group Designer 
Data View Group is a logical grouping of many data groups. It serves for a review of 

the data from the base. When being in use, it serves as a Data Group.  

Adding a new Data View Group is done in the block for the Data Group. 

1. With a right click on the Data Views folder, a short menu appears, on 
which New View is clicked (Figure 16); 

2. In the next form the name of the View is assigned (Figure 17); 

3. View designer appears on the work space (Figure 18). In it, on the Add 
table button, charts necessary in the Data View Group are added; 

4. The necessary columns from all the charts that will enter in the structure of 
the Data View are selected; 

5. With the Add relation button are relation is made with the necessary 
Parent Data Group/Parent Column with Child Data Group/Child Column. 

 
Figure 16. Adding a new View 

 
Figure 17. Assigning a name to the View 



 
Figure 18. View Designer 

 
Figure 19. Adding a relation in the Data View 

 

4.4. Page Designer 
The pages of the Portal are made in the Page Designer. In order to make the 

explanation of the pages easier, we will first explain the controls (what controls are, what 
controls are used for, types of controls). 

4.4.1. Controls 
A Control is a basic User Interface element through which the user makes an 

interaction with the web application. Every control has features which are edited in the 
Properties block. The Properties block is empty when no control has been selected. When 
a control is selected, the Properties block is “filled up” with the features of that control. 



 

4.4.1.1.  Mutual features of all controls 

All controls have certain number of mutual features: 

• Back Color – the color of the back 

• Fore Color – frontal color 

• Border Color – the color of the border line 

• Border Style – a style of the border line 

• Border Width – the thickness of the border line 

• Enabled – whether the control is enabled or not, with values True= “in 
function” or False= “inactive”, not in function (grey in its color)  

• STR_ID – generic name of the control which is translated into all the 
languages of the portal 

• Model Name – the control model (button, line, picture) 

• Width – how much it is wide 

• Height – how much it is high 

• Text Font – the font of the text 

• Position (X, Y) – position, distance in pixels from the upper left angle of the 
application frame to the upper left angle of the control. 

4.4.1.2.  Special Type Features 

The following control types have been included: 

• Static – controls that get values while designing the portal  

- Label – draws a static text which is default when the portal is 
designed  

- Line – draws line on the page 

- Image – draws a picture which is added while designing the portal 

 Image Path – a path to the picture it is drawing 

- Link – draws a link to another page of the portal or another URL 

 Link Type – (Portal Page URL) is chosen depending on what 
page the link points to, whether it is a page of the portal or 
some URL 

 Target – a page from the portal is chosen or the URL address 
is entered 



• Edit – controls which enable editing the value of the column they are 
mapping 

- Text Box – enables mapping/editing of columns which have Text type 
in one line. 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Runtime Value – the entered value might be entered by the 
user in time of execution or it might be done automatically, 
depending on the given system parameter ({UserAccount}, 
{UserAccountID}, {SystemDate}, {AutoID}, {UserRole}, 
{Person.FirstName}, {Pesron.LastName}, {Person.FirstName 
LastName}, {Person.email}, {Person.Title}) 

- Edit Text – allows mapping/editing column which have Text type in 
many lines. 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Runtime Value – the entered value might be entered by the 
use in the time of execution or automatically, depending on the 
given system parameter ({UserAccount}, {UserAccountID}, 
{SystemDate}, {AutoID}, {UserRole}, {Person.FirstName}, 
{Pesron.LastName}, {Person.FirstNameLastName}, {Person. 
email}, {Person.Title}) 

- Option Field – a control from which the user may choose one value 
from the value list. The value list may be defined by the user while 
designing the portal. The appearance of this control is like a group 
with RadioButtons only one of which can be selected. 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Is Bind – (True, False) allows or not a link to the data from 
another data group. 

 Runtime Value – the entered value might be entered by the 
user in time of execution or it might be done automatically, 
depending on the given system parameter ({UserAccount}, 
{UserAccountID}, {SystemDate}, {AutoID}, {UserRole}, 
{Person.FirstName}, {Pesron.LastName}, {Person.FirstName 
LastName}, {Person.email}, {Person.Title}) 

If Is Bind=True, it maps data from another data group. 

 Source Data Group – the pointed data group that maps data 



 Source Text Column – a column from the pointed data group, 
the values of which will be shown in the Option Field 

 Source Value Column – the value which will be entered in the 
Data Column (the data must be of the same type) 

 Source Data Filter – optionally, according to some criterion, it 
filters the data that are to be shown. Criteria are added by the 
portal designer (Figure 20) 

- Check Box – allows mapping/editing of columns which are of the bool 
type. The appearance of this control is like a standard Check Box. 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Runtime Value – the entered value might be entered by the 
user in time of execution or it might be done automatically, 
depending on the given system parameter ({UserAccount}, 
{UserAccountID}, {SystemDate}, {AutoID}, {UserRole}, 
{Person.FirstName}, {Pesron.LastName}, 
{Person.FirstNameLastName}, {Person.email}, {Person.Title}) 

- Combo Box – allows Edit Text combined with List Box 

 It has special features with those of the Option Field with the 
difference that we don’t choose from the Radio Buttons but 
from the Drop-down List. 

- List Box – allows a list from which an item is chosen. 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Runtime Value – the entered value might be entered by the 
user in time of execution or it might be done automatically, 
depending on the given system parameter ({UserAccount}, 
{UserAccountID}, {SystemDate}, {AutoID}, {UserRole}, 
{Person.FirstName}, {Pesron.LastName}, {Person.FirstName 
LastName}, {Person.email}, {Person.Title}) 

• View – controls which allow a value review in the column they map 

- View Field – allows mapping/review of the columns which are of the 
following types: string, int, double, datetime. Depending on the type of 
the mapped column, it allows an appropriate display of the value it 
accepts, in one line.  

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Is Bind – (True, False) allows or not a link to the data from 
another data group. 



If Is Bind=True, it maps data from another data group. 

 Source Data Group – the pointed data group that maps data 

 Source Text Column – a column from the pointed data group, 
the values of which will be shown in the Option Field 

 Source Value Column – the value which will be entered in the 
Data Column (the data must be of the same type) 

- View Text – allows mapping/review of the columns that have Text 
type 

 special features which are the same as those of the View Field 
with the difference that it shows data only of the Text type in a 
field of several lines 

- View Check Box – allows choosing columns with a Boolean variable 

 It has special features which are the same as those in View 
Field with the difference that it shows data only of the bool 
type, and they are chosen by selecting the Check Box 

- View File – allows mapping/review of columns which are of the File 
Type 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

- View Image – allows mapping/review of columns which are of the 
Image Type 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

• Action – controls by which certain transition of process is executed 

- Button – is a standard button which activates the map transition with 
a click 

 Node – a node on which the button is located  

 Process – a process in which the node is located 

 Transition – transition that it should execute while transiting 
towards another node 

- Confirm Button – allows transition execution after a confirmed 
answer 

 Node – a node on which the button is located  

 Process – a process in which the node is located 

 Transition – transition that it should execute while transiting 
towards another node 



 Confirm Message – a message on which transition 
resumption must be confirmed 

• Upload – controls for uploading 

- Image Upload – upload of images 

 Data Column – a column is chosen from the Data Group in 
which the entered value will be saved. 

 Runtime Value – the entered value might be entered by the 
user in time of execution or it might be done automatically, 
depending on the given system parameter ({UserAccount}, 
{UserAccountID}, {SystemDate}, {AutoID}, {UserRole}, 
{Person.FirstName}, {Pesron.LastName}, {Person.FirstName 
LastName}, {Person.email}, {Person.Title}) 

- File Upload – upload of files 

 Special features as those in Image Upload  

• Data Group – controls for a chart review of the data groups and their filtering 

- Grid View – a chart display of the data group 

 Features for the format of the display of the chart review 

 Grid Columns – (String Grid Column, Boolean Grid Column, 
Image Grid Column, File Grid Column, String Source Grid 
Column) a collection of columns which the designer can add to 
the portal depending on the need for data to be displayed 

- Filter – a filter for a display of data after a role 

 Filter – collection of rules for the data display depending in the 
role of the portal user (Figure 21) 

 Filter Name – designer may give a name to the filter because 
of a better survey. Its generic name is Filter 

- Filter for Table – a dynamic filter which filters data in a table view 
after the request of the page user 

 DataGriedViewID 

• Validation – a check up of the validity of the fields for an entry of data 

- Mandatory Field – an obligatory field 

 Control ID – ID of the observed control 

 Error Message – a message which appears in case when the 
obligatory field is left empty 

- Compare Validator – it compares the entered value with the value of 
another field or the value requested by the portal designer 



 Control ID – ID of the observed control 

 Compare Control ID – ID of the control with which the 
observed one should be compared if this one is not given, then 
a comparison is made with the value in Compare Value 

 Operator – mathematical operator: “=” equal, “<” smaller,, “>” 
larger, “!=” is not equal 

 Compare Value – a given value with which the value in the 
observed control will be compared 

 
Figure 20. Data Filter for some added controls 

 
Figure 21. Display Filter of data after roles 

4.4.2. Portal Pages 
A portal page is a collection of controls which execute certain actions or display 

data. 



Portal pages are made in the Pages block (Figure 22). Icon strip and some 
appropriate commands are located there. 

 
Figure 22. A block where pages are made 

IMPORTANT!!! The names of the pages and the virtual folders for their 
organization must not contain an empty space. 

4.4.2.1.  Page Types  

Several types of pages can be made:  

1. Ordinary – html page which does not contain controls, which is empty and maybe 
used for some information after a certain action of the portal user (an example: “you 
are not allowed and accessed to the requested data”). 

 
Figure 23. New Page 

2. Insert Page – a page with which the portal user inserts data in the portal and adds a 
new line in the table of the data base. 

 
Figure 24. New Insert Page 

3. Preview Page – a page where the portal user gets data preview in the base 
according to the assigned criterion. 

 
Figure 25. New Preview Page 

4. Select Page – a page where we make memorizing or a change of the 
statues/datum of the already inserted data in the table. 

 
Figure 26. New Select Page 

5. Startup Page – it defines the title pages for the portal and for every role (Role). 



 
Figure 27. New Portal Startup Page, Role Startup Page 

The types 2, 3 and 4 can be done in two ways: 

1. According to the template – with automatically generated controls 
depending on the columns in the data group or  

2. Empty – a page of an appropriate type which does not contain controls but 
the designer himself adds the necessary controls. 

4.4.2.2.  How are the pages created?  

When a new portal is created, a portal Startup page is also created, and it has 
already been displayed in the page tree (Figure 22). 

A page is created in two ways: 

1. By clicking on some of the icons that have been explained in the above 
text and by choosing an appropriate command depending on the page 
type, or  

2. The root of the pages tree is selected, a right of the mouse is made - > 
New Page, and a choice of an appropriate type and way of a page 
generating is made (Figure 28). The same context menu also appears 
when a new node is added while creating processes. 

 
Figure 28. Context menu in the Pages block 

For the needs of our example we need an insert page according to the template for 
memorizing resources:  

1. In order to be more organized, we can group the pages into virtual folders 
and then we first create a new folder InsertNewTechnicalResource (Figure 
29) 

2. In the Pages block, we select the folder where the new page should be 
located, and, with a right click on New Page/New Insert Page we choose 
the type of the page to be Insert Page by template. 



3. A form appears in which the table name is chosen for which we are going 
to make a page for data insert. Caption: 1) In case a new table needs to 
be added this button is clicked on, 2) Table list in the data base, 3) This 
Check box is marked to display the tables which are constructively built in 
the portal. 

 
Figure 29. Creating a new folder 

4. For the example we are discussing, we need the resources table. We 
select it and press the OK button. 

 
Figure 30. Select Data Group 

5. A form appears as shown in Figure 23. In this form, from the list of column 
names, we choose columns for which we want to insert a data in the insert 
page. One or more columns are selected and then the OK button is 
pressed. Caption: 1) The first icon-button is a command button for adding 
a new column in the same table – in case there is a need, the second 
icon-button is used for a change of the data for the selected column, the 
third icon-button is for deleting the selected column, 2) A list of columns in 
the table, 3) This Check box is marked to display the columns which are 
“constructively built in the table”. 



 
Figure 31. Selecting a column/columns in the table 

6. For our example, by pressing the Ctrl button of the keyboard we select all 
the columns and press the OK button. 

7. A form appears as of Figure 32. Caption: 1) Name of the column for which 
page control is generated, 2) Control type which will be contained in the 
page, 3) Check boxes with which control is made an obligatory insert field, 
4) Icon-buttons with which a change in the order of the columns is made 
and an icon-button for removing an insert field from the page. 

 
Figure 32. Defining of control types which will be contained on the page 

8. In the next form (Figure 33), we insert the name of the page for the data 
insert. For our example, we write InsertNewResource. We press the OK 
button.  

 
Figure 33. The name of the page 

9. Insert Page is generated by template (Figure 34). The text labels have the 
STR_  prefix and they mark the name of the string with which the 
application operates, which, in Language Designer, can be translated into 
as many languages as necessary so that the portal is translated and 



displayed. The red asterisk which is in the right of the fields, which are 
used to insert data, shows that those fields are obligatory. The features of 
this page and those of all controls when being selected can be changed in 
the Properties block (Figure 35). 

 
Figure 34. Display of Insert Page by Template and display of the tree of pages 

   
Figure 35. Change of properties of a) a page, b) a text label, c) a text field 

Here we can mention adding controls from the control block. In the control groups it 
is possible to add only those controls which are allowed depending on the page type. 

Adding the line control 

For this example we will add the static controls, Line and Link. Adding is done with 
a simple drag and release to the desired position. 

1. From the block for the static controls the Line control is taken and released 
to the desired place.  

2. A form appears as in Figure 36 in which it is possible but not necessary to 
change the generic name of the Line1 control with some other 
comprehensive name, for example “Division Line”. After it is added in the 
Properties block, its features (dimension, position, color…) 



 
Figure 36. Adding the Line control 

Adding the Link Control 

The Link control is added in the similar way as it is done with the Line (drag and release). 

  
Figure 37. Adding the Link control 

1. The Link control is taken from the block for static controls and it is 
released to the wished position. 

2. A form as in Figure 37. Its generic name can be changed and we can add 
a string in the table for text labels in as many languages as those in which 
the portal is going to be translated. 

3. In the second tab the link type is selected whether it is a page from the 
portal or some external URL. 

4. The link to the wished page is inserted. 

5. If we mark the button “Open in new window”, the page to which the link 
leads to will open in a new window from the browser.  

6. When it is closed with “Close”, the inserted data become part of the 
features (Properties) of the static control of that page. 

 



Similarly as to the two previous controls, other controls can be added to that page: 
Action Controls, Edit Controls, Upload Controls, Data Group Controls, View Controls. 

4.4.2.3.  Operation with Page Designer 

It is easy to operate with the Page Designer especially when the pages are 
generated by Template. In that way, the Designer has a preview of all data in the data 
base and the process is faster and unified.  

Here, it is important to point out that the page controls can be dislocated with 
drag/release action, or, for some precise positions, with selection and insertion of 
coordinates in Properties/Positions. 

4.4.2.4. Startup Page – Portal Startup Page and Role Startup Page 

With the Portal Builder we can define some page as a Portal Startup Page or Role 
Startup Page.  

It is done by selecting the page in the Pages block and, with a right click, Startup 
Page is selected and one of the types of the Startup Pages. 

•  Portal Startup Page 

•  Role Startup Page 
Depending on the choice one has made the page gets an icon in front of its name 

in the Pages block.  

The portal may have only one Portal Startup Page. The next page which will be 
marked as Portal Startup Page will take over that statues. 

When the Role Startup Page is selected, a form appears as shown in Figure 38.  

For every role one page is selected from the portal and it will be the Portal Startup 
Page. 

 
Figure 38. Role Startup Page 



4.4.2.5. Page Security  

During a process, it is necessary for every user to have a right over certain page 
while the access for some other user to be forbidden. Page right assignment is done by 
choosing Permissions.  

It is done by selecting the appropriate page in the Pages block and, with the right 
click by choosing Permissions. A form opens as in Figure 39. 

The role that will have a right over the page is marked. It means that all the users 
who belong to that role will have the right to access that page while all the others will get 
the warning that they do not have the right to access that page from the portal.  

When the page has its permissions defined, on the icon, in front of its name a 
symbol of a man appears beside the other signs for the page type. 

  
Figure 39. Page Permissions 

4.5. Language designer  
For making portals the contents of which will be translated into many languages, it 

is necessary, while designing the portal to define all the languages into which it is going to 
be translated and displayed. It is  done in the Language Designer (we select from the 
main menu\Designers\Language Designer).  

While making the Portal Builder, the programmers decided to choose an access 
according to which every added control, page or a process would get the generic name 
STR_ID. It means that in front of the name that is put while adding control, page or a 
process, we add STR_ signs with which the term gets a generic name which is further on 
going to be translated into all the languages in which the portal should be displayed. 

4.5.1. Adding a language 
When a new portal is being made English is automatically added with several 

strings which are “constructively” built-in and are used for labels that will have all the 
portals made with the Portal Builder. 

1. Language Designer is opened (Figure 40) 



2. New Language button is clicked 

3. In the form as shown in Figure 41 the requested data for the language are 
inserted 

4. The New Language is added and all the existing generic strings are copied in it 
and are ready to be translated. 

 
Figure 40. Language Designer 

 
Figure 41. Adding a New Language in the Language Designer 

4.5.2. Adding a String 
Adding a string is done in two ways: 

1. In the Language Designer it is done by clicking on the New String button. 
In Figure 42, the form in which the New String is inserted is displayed. 
First, StringID is inserted and then its meaning in all the languages that 
are defined in the Language Designer. It is important to mark StringID with 
the prefix STR_ because of the consistency of all strings used in the 
portal.  

2. We click on the control that we have added manually or automatically (on 
the page generated according to the template). In the Properties block 
(Figure 43a) we choose the arrow from the pop-up in the item STR_ID at 
which a form appears as shown in Figure 43b. There we press the icon 
button “+” so that the form from Figure 42 may appear. 



 
Figure 42. Adding a New String from the Language Designer 

  
Figure 43. Adding a New String: a) Properties block; b) Strings 

4.6. Process Designer  
With the Process Designer, modeling and implementing of some business process 

in the web application is allowed. Generally, the process is a graph of pages and 
transitions among the pages. 

• A process is a graph of nodes (ProcessNodes) 

• Each of the nodes is a state of the business process which is modeled 

• Nodes are composed of a page and a transition 

• The page is user’s interface for a certain state of the business process 

• Transition is a string of actions that should be executed before getting to the 
next node (state) of the business process. Actions that are executed are of 
“save the form” type, “delete the current string” type, etc. 

4.6.1. Creating a process 
In the Processes block we select the Processes Root and with a right click we get 

short menu with the choice of New Process (Figure 44). We click on it at which the next 
form appears where we insert the name of the process. 

Thus, a beginning of a new process is created where we need to create the pages 
and the notes. 



  
Figure 44. Adding a process 

In the icon strip, under the main menu, we add the icon group which refers to the 
Process Designing (Figure 45) With the help of commands of this strip, nodes are created, 
their pages are associated and the links among the nodes are created. 

 
Figure 45. An icon strip for a process design 

 
Figure 46. Resize 

 
Figure 47. New node/ a comment 

 
Figure 48. New link (broken/straight line) 

 
Figure 49. Zoom of the Process view 

4.6.2. Adding a node and a page  
For the needs of our example we will here design its process. On the Portal Startup 

Page we make links to the other pages which are a beginning of some process. For our 
example, there must be a node and a page for the start of the resource management 
process (adding, deleting, and changes on the resource list). It might be a page which 
would display the technical resources that have already been inserted in the data base 
with added controls for Add/Delete.  

1. In the Process Designer we click on the icon for a new node (Figure 47) and 
rectangle is drawn on the work space.  

2. A form appears in which the node is named and it is associated to a page. 



3. If there is a page that should be associated to this node, it is chosen from the 
Select Page menu. If previously there has been no page made that should join 
this node, it can be made by clicking on the icon for a new page and a choice 
of the appropriate type. 

4. While doing it, all necessary forms for insertion of data for the associated page 
and for the controls of that page appear (Figure 50, Figure 51 and Figure 52). 

This is how a node is created and a page with a table preview of the base data is 
associated to it (Figure 53). Further on, it is necessary to translate the labels used on the 
page into those languages in which the portal will be displayed. 

After the page and the node for listing the existing resources, depending on the 
actions which are necessary on them, the next nodes, pages and transitions among them 
are made.  

  
Figure 50. Giving a name to the node and generating a page after the template 

  
Figure 51. Choice of table and columns from the data base 



  
Figure 52. Defining the control type and giving a name to the page 

  
Figure 53. A new node has been created and an appropriate page has been associated to it 

4.6.3. Adding transitions between two nodes 
Transition between two nodes is made with transition. In order to add transition, 

there must be two nodes. It is done in the following way: 

1. In the Process Designer we click on the icon for adding a link (Figure 48). The 
choice of a straight or a broken line depends on the person who is modeling 
which is done because of design conciseness. 

2. We click on some of the small squares located in the middle of each of the 
node sides, and we draw a line to another square of the node with which we 
want to connect it with. When the link is made, form appears as shown in 
Figure 54.  

3. Transition name is inserted  

4. An action that should be executed at the switch from one to another node is 
selected. 

5. Add button is clicked on 

6. If the action has configuration, Configuration button is clicked on and 
parameters are set. 

7. OK button is clicked on  

8. This transition should be given to some control of the node from which it starts. 
In our case it is the Add button (see title 4.6.6. Adding controls) 



 
Figure 54. Transition 

4.6.4. Types of actions  
The Action type in any transition depends on the page type where transition starts. 

Total preview of action types: 

1. Send Mail – it sends e-mail to a concrete receiver (Figure 55) 

2. Send Mail to Roles – it sends e-mail to all members of the selected portal 
role (Figure 56) 

3. Insert Row – it adds a row in a table of the data base pointed while adding 
the node 

4. Insert Row to other Data Group – it adds a row in the table of the data 
base pointed in Configuration (Figure 57) 

5. Update Row – it memorizes a row in the table of the data base pointed 
while adding the node 

6. Update Row’s specified columns – it memorizes concrete cells of a row of 
a table from the data base pointed in configuration (Figure 58) 

7. Delete Row – it deletes the existing role in the table of the data base 
pointed when the node is added 



 
Figure 55. Configuration of Sending an e-mail to concrete receiver 

 
Figure 56. Configuration of Sending an e-mail to all role members in the portal 

 
Figure 57. Configuration of Adding a role in another data group 



 
Figure 58. Configuration of memorizing concrete cells of a row 

4.6.5. Using transition in a table preview 
Besides other properties, table preview control has Role Action property located in 

every row. It refers to the data inserted in that row. 

We can delete resource from the list of this page with an action in the row exactly in 
that resource. For that purpose, we will add a column named Delete in which there will be 
a label with a name and an action “Delete”. 

It is done in the following way: 

1. Table preview is selected 

2. In Properties, Row Actions property is selected and the Collection cell is 
clicked on (Figure 59) 

3. A form appears as shown in Figure 60. Button 1 (Add) is clicked on, and 
then the part marked with number 2 is filled in. The added properties look 
as shown in Figure 61.  

 
Figure 59. Row Actions in a table preview 



 
Figure 60. Adding an action in the row 

 
Figure 61. Properties are added to Row Action 

4.6.6. Adding controls 
In our example it has been imagined to add both a control for adding new resources 

and a control for recover of the previous page. The best way to do it is with command 
buttons added from the action control block.  

1. By drag-release action a button is added. This button is going to be named 
Add, while the transition to the next node and page will have Insert Row 
action.  

2. A form appears (Figure 62) in which, in the Model tab, String_ID (Figure 
63) Tab model in which String_ID is selected. If the necessary string does 
not exist by clicking on the icon with “+” we add it short form of the 
Language Designer (Figure 64) and we select it from the list of strings. 

3. In the Process tab (Figure 65) we select Process, Node and Transition 
which are associated to this button. 



 
Figure 62. Tab model in which String_ID is selected 

 
Figure 63. Selecting/Adding strings 

 
Figure 64. A new Add string is added 



 
Figure 65. Tab process 

4.6.7. Transition security 
For every transition list of users who can execute it might be given: 

1. In the Process Designer, the wished transition is selected 

2. The Permission Items Property is selected in the Properties block (Figure 
66) 

3. Collection cell is clicked on. A form appears as shown in Figure 67 

4. We mark the roles which are going to be given the right for transition 
execution 

5. OK button is clicked on 

 
Figure 66. Setting transition security 



 
Figure 67. Selection of roles with the right of transition execution 

4.7. Navigation Designer 
With the designer navigation, in fact, the contents of the portal menu are 

composed. The portal menu appears in the menu frame which is defined in Layout 
Designer. 

Depending on the portal structure we should compose a menu so that all its 
possibilities could be included. For example, if the same portal has many businesses 
located on itself, then in the menu root we will create nodes for the Startup pages of all 
processes. If only one process is located in the portal, there will be nodes for the steps in 
that process created in the root of the menu. More precisely, in our example, those are 
going to be the steps of the Resources Reservation process. 

The menu is made in the following way: 

1. From the main menu of the application, we choose Designers - > 
Navigation Designer 

2. Designer tab opens on the work space (Figure 68) 

3. The root of the tree is selected and after a right click  the context menu in 
which New Navigation node is selected, appears (Figure 69) 

4. A form appears (Figure 70) in which we insert data about the node from 
the menu: name, description, or a small picture after the designer’s choice, 
we choose a page to which the node will lead to, we give rights for access 
after roles, and the name is translated into all the languages in which the 
portal will be displayed. 

This is how a node in the menu is made i.e. the start menu for this process which 
will further on be possible to be distinguished depending on the possibilities offered by the 
portal. 



 
Figure 68. Navigation Designer 

 
Figure 69. Context menu on the menu root 

 
Figure 70. Form for creating a new node in the menu 

 
Figure 71. Completed menu for the whole process 

4.8. Layout Designer 
With Layout Designer we define the display of the portal pages. Layout Designer is 

found in the main menu Designers - > Page Layout. There we get a menu with choices as 
shown in Figure 72. 

 
Figure 72. Layout in the main menu 

From here it is possible: 

• New – to open and empty display of the page and the operator to add 
everything that is necessary for the portal display 



• Open – to open the display of the page of read portal 

• New from template – to generate a new display from the existing ones which 
were saved as template (Figure 73). With an installment of the application, 
several displays saved as template appear. 

• Save as template – with this command, the open display of the page is 
saved as a template which can later be used as a display of a page of 
another portal 

 
Figure 73. Choice of several templates 

4.8.1. Template 

A Template means already made display of a page with a layout of frames. It might 
be used as a display of a new portal, to change the display of the existent portal by 
reading a new template. This design of the operator might also be saved as a template for 
a future use.  

4.8.2. Display Designing 
We are going to make a new display in order to give an example. So, we will 

choose New from the menu. 

In the block with controls, controls for designing a page display are shown – Page 
Layout (Figure 74) they can be added with drag-release action: 

• Application frame – a frame in which the web application of the portal is 
executed i.e. designing process is done 

• Menu frame – a frame in which the portal menu is displayed 

• Information frame – a frame in which information which have been inserted 
with Organization Designer might be optionally displayed 

• HTML Page frame – a frame in which html page might be displayed with 
URL which is inserted by the operator 



• Language frame – a frame in which the images and short names are 
displayed in all the languages in which the portal has been translated 

 
Figure 74. Page Display Controls 

 
Figure 75. Information that might be displayed 

 
Figure 76. Page display 

Display of the pages that has been made quickly is shown in Figure 76. 

4.8.3. Mutual Frame properties 
Each type of the frames has its properties that could be set in the Properties block. 



Mutual properties of all frames are: 

• Background Color – color of the back of the frame chosen from a palette 

• Background Image Layout – a way of displaying an image if it is set as a 
background (Center, Tile) 

• Image Name – Open dialogue window is opened and a background image is 
chosen 

• Model Name – generic name of the object model which can be changed by 
the operator except that the name must not be repeated on the same page 

• Position – position (X, Y in pixels) of the upper left angle of the object in 
relation to the upper left angle of the page. Example: X=0, Y=0, which 
means that the upper left angle of the object overlapped with the upper left 
angle of the page. 

• Size – dimensions of the object in pixels (Width and Height) 

4.8.4. Special Frame properties 
Some types of frames have special properties different from the others: 

• Menu frame 

 MenuItemStyle – menu style (colors, dimensions…) 

 MenuItemHoverStyle – menu style (colors, dimensions…) when the 
  pointer is positioned above it  

 SubMenuItemStyle – submenu style (colors, dimensions…) 

 SubMenuHoverItemStyle - submenu style (colors, dimensions…) 
when   the pointer is positioned above it  

• Information frame 

 Subframes – a form in which we choose all the subframes that can be 
displayed in Information Frame (Figure 75): OrganizationName, 
Address, Email, Phone, Fax, PortalName, User, Date 

• HTML Page frame 

 A space in which we insert URL from the web page that should be 
displayed in that frame 



5. Process development planning 

5.1.     Process description of “A Demand for using a 
Resource” 

 The process of demand for using a resource consists of the following  
 three steps: 

1. Demand for using a resource (Demand) 

2. Approval of the demand for using a resource (Approval) 

3. Submitting a report for resource (Customer Satisfaction) 

The description of actions for each of the participants in this process is as follows:  

 Demand is submitted by the academic staff; 

 The Manager makes a decision and approves or not the demand for 
using resource; 

 Depending on the resource type or the service, there is a need for the 
Dean or the Professors’ Council to make a decision whether to 
approve or not the demand for using resource; 

 The Registrar or the Secretary archives the demands for using the 
resource, decisions made by the Dean, Professors’ Council and the 
Head of the Department, and proclaims the report for the resource 
that has been used; 

 A report for using a resource is submitted by the academic staff. 

5.2. Functionality and Software solution  
Each of the employees may submit a demand for using a resource. The demand is 

submitted according to the appropriate form and it is approved by the Head of the 
department or it is forwarded to the Dean or Professors’ Council. 

The demand for using a resource is field in a form “Demand for using resource”. 
The demand is archived. This demand is answered by the Institute (Head of the 
Department) and the answer is archived. Depending on what type of resource the demand 
refers to, it is send to the Professors’ Council or the Dean and the decision that has been 
made is archived. 

The decision received from the appropriate decision making body is submitted to 
the demand submitter. 

Activities for the process “A demand for using a resource” are: 

• Demand submission, 

• Demand archiving, 

• Making a decision by the Institute, 



• Decision archiving, 

• Making a decision by the Faculty, 

• Decision archiving, 

• Decision delivery. 

Figure 77 displays description of the process with the appropriate description of the 
necessary documents for every identified activity for the process. 

Form-C1 = Demand for a resource reservation  

Form-C3 = Decision of the Institute for resource reservation 

Form-C5 = Decision of the Faculty for resource reservation 

User – user 

Arch – Archive 

Secr – Secretary 

AC – Academic Council 

Dean – Dean 

HD – Head of Department 



 

Figure 77. Description of the process “Demand for using resource” 

5.3. UML Diagram for a description of the business process 
The diagram which is used is shown in the next Figure 78. In the figure all the steps 

of the process that has been described are shown. Users of the system might be: the 
Academic Staff, the Head of the Department, the Secretary of the Department, the Dean, 
and the Secretary of the Professors’ Council, the Registrar of the Department, and the 
Registrar of the Professors’ Council. 



ResourceRequest

InstituteDecision

Facultydecision

Archiving

DecisionSubmission

AcademicStaff

Council/Dean

Dept_Head

Archive/Secretary  
Figure 78. Diagram for using the process “Demand for using resource” 

The diagrams for the order of activities from the process “Demand for using a 
resource” as well as the diagram for the flow of activities from process “Demand for using 
a resource” are shown in the following figures: Figure 79 and Figure 80.  

 

PortalAcademicStaff Dept_Head Council/Dean

SubmitRequestForResource

ArchiveSubmitedRequest
SubmitedRequesttArchived

DecideForEfficiency
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AllDecisions

Archiving

 
Figure 79. Order of activities for the process “Demand for using a resource” 
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Figure 80. Diagram for transfer of activities “Demand for using a resource” 

5.4. Organization Model  
Users’ groups and description of their functionality are shown in Figure 81. 

Users’ Groups Functionality  

Academic staff Submits a demand for using a resource,  
Asks for information for the demand status  

Head of Department Makes a decision after the demand 
Asks for information for the demand status 

Department Secretary Prepares decision after the demand 
Asks for information for the demand status 

Dean or Professors’ Council Makes a decision after the demand 
Asks for information for the demand status 

Faculty Secretary 
Professors’ Council 

Prepares decision after the demand 
Asks for information for the demand status  
Proclaims the decision 

Registrar Archives demands and decisions 
Delivers decisions 

Administration 
Add New Resource, Edit Resource, Delete Resource, 

View Status of Resources,  Approve/Deny Requests, View 
Status of Requests 

Figure 81. Users of the Process “Demand for using resource” 

 



5.5.  Navigation and display  
The menu structure is displayed in Figure 82. It allows various options for the 

appropriate users. 

 
Figure 82. Navigation model for the process “Demand for using a resource” 

The portal display can be changed by the portal designer according to certain pre-
defined form. 

5.6. Data Model 
The statuses of the demand for the process “Demand for using a resource” are 

shown in Figure 83. 

Name Description 
REQUEST Submitted demand for using a resource 
REQUEST_ARCHIVED Archived demand for using a resource 
REQUEST_APPROVED_INTSTITUTE Approved a demand by the Institute 
REQUEST_DENIED_INSTITUTE Denied demand by the Institute 
APPROVED_INSTITUTE_ARCHIVED  Archived an approved demand by the Institute 
DENIED_INSTITUTE_ARCHIVED Archived a denied demand by the institute 
APPROVED_FACULTY Approved a demand by the Faculty 
DENIED_FACULTY Denied demand by the Faculty 
APPROVED_ARCHIVED_FACULTY Archived an approved demand by the Faculty 
DENIED_ARCHIVED_FACULTY Archived a denied demand by the Faculty 
DECISION_SUBMITED Delivered decision 

Figure 83. Statuses of the demand for the process “Demand for using the resources 

All the resources will be saved in the Resources Data Group with Properties shown 
in the following table. 

ID int Unique  ID  for the resource 

ResuorceName String Name of the resource 

ResourceDescription String Description of the resource 

All the demands will be saved in the data group for reservation demand with 
properties shown in Figure 84. 



Name Type Description 
ID String Unique position identifier  
StatusID String Process status identification  
Submitter String Demand submitter identification  
SubmittedDocument File Type Submitted documents 
UserACO String Identification of who has made a decision in the 

department 
DecisionDate Date Time Decision date 
DocumentDecision File Type Decision document 
UserACD String Identification of who has made a decision in the faculty 
DecisionDate Date Time Decision date 
DocumentDecision File Type Decision document 
SubmissionDate Date Time Submission date 
Archive String Registrar 
ArchiveNumber String Archive number 
ArchiveDate Date Time Archiving date 
UserPublish String Identification of the user who publishes 

Figure 84. Data organization for the process “Demand for using a resource” 

5.7. Description of the web pages 
The web pages necessary for the realization of the process are shown in Figure 85. 



Page name Description Access 

StartPage Beginning page – contains a 
navigation menu All 

ListOfAllResources List of all inserted resources Administrator 
AdditionOf Resources Adding a new resource Administrator 
AdditionCofirmed Successful adding Administrator 
DeletionOf Resources Deleting a resource Administrator 
DelitionCofirmed Successful deleting Administrator 
ResourceList List of resources Academic staff 

ResurceRequest Submit 
Demand submission for the use of 
resources – a form is filled is filled in 
and submitted to 

Academic staff 

ResourceRequest Confirmed Demand submitted Academic staff 

AllResource Requests Preview of all submitted demands for 
resource reservation 

Academic staff, Registrar of the 
Institute 

ArchiveResource Request Archiving of the demands for using  
resource Registrar of the Institute 

ArchivingCofirmed Archiving successful Registrar of the Institute 

AllArchivedResourceRequests Preview of all archived demands for  
using a resource Head of the Department 

ApprovingResourceReservation Approval of the demand for using  
resource Head of the Department 

ApprovingCofirmed Approval successful Head of the Department 

RejectResource Reservation Rejecting of the demand for using   
resource Head of the Department 

RejectionCofirmed Successful making decision  Head of the Department 
AllArchivedApprovedInstitute 
Decisions 

Preview of all decisions made by the 
Institute Professors’ Staff/Dean 

Approving Reservation Approval of the demands for using 
resource made by the Institute Professors’ Staff/Dean 

ApprovingCofirmed Successful making decision Professors’ Staff/Dean 

RejectReservation Rejecting of the demands for using 
resource made by the Institute Professors’ Staff/Dean 

RejectingCofirmed Successful making decision Professors’ Staff/Dea 

AllFacultuDecisions Preview of all decisions made by the 
Institute Registrar of the Faculty 

ArchiveFacultu Decisions- Archiving of all decisions made by the 
Institute Registrar of the Faculty 

ArchivingCofirmed Archiving successful Registrar of the Faculty 
ListOfAllDecisions Preview of all archived decisions Registrar  
SubmitDecisions Decision delivery Registrar  
SubmissionCofirmed Successful delivery Registrar  
AllApproved 
Rezervations Preview of all approved demands  All 

AllDeniedRezervetions Preview of all rejected demands All 
AllSubmited Decisions Preview of all delivered decisions All 

SelectStatusFor History Preview of all the demands and their 
statuses All 

StatusHistory History of the Statuses Dean, Head of the Professors’ 
Council 

ChangeStatus Change of the Status Dean, Head of the Professors’ 
Council 

ChangingCofirmed Successful change Dean, Head of the Professors’ 
Council 

Figure 85. Description of the pages for the process “Demand for using resource” 



5.7.1. Pages for the Academic staff 
Figure 86 shows the activities possible for the Academic Staff.  

Activity name Activity Description  Access 
Beginning page Process menu All 
Resource demand Submission of demand for using resource Academic Staff 

Status and reports Preview of the reports and the demand 
statuses All 

Figure 86. Activity description available to the Academic Staff for the process “A demand for 
using resource” 

Besides the Startup Page, the following pages are initiated for the Academic Staff. 
The transfer from one to another page is shown in Figure 87. 

ResourceRequestSubmit

UserStartPage

ResourceRequestConfirmation

ResourceRequestConfirmed

ResourceRequestList
 

Figure 87. Pages for the Academic Staff of the process “A demand for using resource” 

5.7.2. Pages for the Dean, Head of the Professors’ Council 
The activities which have been made possible for the Dean, Head of the 

Professors’ Council for the process “Demand for using resource” are shown in Figure 88, 
while in Figure 89 is shown the transfer from one to another page. 

Activity name Activity Description Access 
Beginning page Process menu All 

Making a decision Entering a decision Dean, Head of the 
Professors’ Council 

Status and reports Preview of the reports and the demand 
statuses All 

Figure 88. A description of the activities which have been made possible by the Dean, Head 
of the Professors’ Council for the process “Demand for using resource” 

 

StartPage

ResourceArchivedRequestsList

InstituteDecisionsList

DecisionOKCouncil/DeanDecision

 
Figure 89. Pages for the Dean, Head of the Professors’ Council for the process “Demand for 

using resource” 



5.7.3. Pages for the Head of the Department 
The activities which have been made possible for the Head of the Department for 

the process “Demand for using resource” are shown in Figure 90, while in Figure 91 is 
shown the transfer from one to another page. 

Activity Name Activity Description Access 
Beginning page Process menu All 
Making a decision Entering a decision Head of the department 

Status and reports Preview of the reports and the demand 
statuses All 

Figure 90. A description of the activities available for the Head of the Department for the 
process “Demand for using resource” 

StartPage ResourceArhivedRequestsList Dept-HeadDecision DecisionOK
 

Figure 91. Pages for the Head of the Department for the process “Demand for using 
resource” 

5.7.4. Registrar pages 
The activities which have been made possible for the Registrar for the process 

“Demand for using resource” are shown in Figure 92, while in Figure 93 is shown the 
transfer from one to another page.  

Activity Name Activity Description Access 
Beginning page Process menu All 
Archiving  Preparation of the demands and decisions Registrar 

Status and reports Preview of the reports and the demand 
statuses All 

Figure 92. A description of the activities available for the Registrar for the process “Demand 
for using resource” 

StartPage

ResourceRequestsList ArchiveResourceRequest ArchivingOK

ResourceDecisionListInstitute ArchiveInstituteDecisions ArchivingOK

ResorceDecisionListFaculty ArchiveFacultyDecisions ArchivingOK

ResourceArchivedDecisiinsList SubmitDecisions SubmisionOK
 

Figure 93. Pages for the Registrar for the process “Demand for using resource” 

5.7.5. Pages for the Secretary of the Faculty and the Head of 
the Department 

The activities which have been made possible for the Secretary of the Faculty and 
the Head of the Department for the process “Demand for using resource” are shown in 
Figure 94, while in Figure 95 is shown the transfer from one to another page.  



Activity Name Activity Description Access 
Beginning page Process menu All 
Archiving  Preparation of the demands and decisions Secretary 

Status and reports Preview of the reports and the demand 
statuses All 

Figure 94. A description of the activities available for the Secretary for the process “Demand 
for using resource” 

StartPage

ResourceRequestsList ArchiveResourceRequest ArchivingOK

ResourceDecisionListInstitute ArchiveInstituteDecisions ArchivingOK

ResorceDecisionListFaculty ArchiveFacultyDecisions ArchivingOK

ResourceArchivedDecisiinsList SubmitDecisions SubmisionOK
 

Figure 95. Pages for the Secretary for the process “Demand for using resource” 

5.7.6. Startup Administration Page 
Transition diagram for the pages of the user is shown in Figure 96. 

       

StartPage ARPV ARD

ARE

ARN

ARAPV

ARDARA

AR

 
Figure 96. Transition diagram for  the administration pages 

A detailed description of the users’ pages is shown in Figure 97. 

Page name Description Roles 

AdmStartupPage (ASP) 

A page with links to the next pages: 

• AdmResources 

• AdmResourceNew 

• AdmRequestApproval 

• AdmRequests 

Administration 



AdmResources (ARPV) Table Preview of all defined resources Administration 

AdmResourceNew 
(ARN) A page where a new resource is defined Administration 

AdmResourceEdit 
(ARE) 

A page where a change of the resources 
can be made Administration 

AdmResourceDelete 
(ARD) A page for deleting resources Administration 

AdmRequestApproval 
(ARAPV) 

A page with displayed resources after 
demand (REQUEST) Administration 

AdmRequestApprove 
(ARA) A page with a list of approved demands Administration 

AdmRequestDeny 
(ARD) A page with a list of rejected demands Administration 

AdmRequests (AR) A page with a list of all demands Administration 

Figure 97. Users’ pages description 



5.7.7. All the Portal Pages 

 
Figure 98. All the pages of Resource Reservation 

• Portal Domain Definition 

• Definition of Functionalities and Business Processes included in the Portal 

• Definition of Roles and Users 

• Definition of Data Model 

• Detailed Definition of the pages (what the user should see on every page) 

• Definition of the links among/between the pages  

• Definition of Navigation Model 

• Definition of Layout 



6.  Portal Validation 
 For every model included in the portal, there is a certain group of rules which must 

be respected so that it might be correct.  

Some of the rules for which validation is made are: a check-up of all the links, 
whether there is transition connected to all action controls, whether there is a page in 
every node from the process whether every page model has a unique ID, etc.  

It is necessary to make validation of the portal so that we can find defaults made 
during the portal designing. As the portal test is impossible until it is sent to a web server, 
this is the only way to verify the correctness of the portal according to the above rules.  

Portal Validation is made in the main menu “Tools” - > Portal Validation. 

In the lower part of the screen there is a list of validation tests made by the tool. If 
some of the rules have not been respected, a red-colored message will appear in the 
“Output” window, and it will refer to what is not OK. 

  
Figure 99. Validation result 



7. Portal Deploy 
This tool from the Portal Builder allows sending the portal to a web server where 

Portal Engine has been installed. 

During the installment of the Portal Engine in the web server, it is very important to 
memorize the name of the web application as well as the username and the password 
with which it has been installed. In small computer nets, P4 compute with Windows XP 
SP2 and Internet Information Service is as an internet web server. 

When the portal is made, it is sent to the web server in the following way: 

1. From the Main Menu Tools, we choose Portal Deploy (Figure 100) 

2. A form appears as shown in Figure 101. In it, the necessary parameters 
are filled in 

• Portal Host Address – IP address or URL where Portal Engine is 
installed.(Example: http://localhost/runtime, if it is on the local computer but it 
may also be an internet example: http://192.168.0.1/runtime, and an internet 
address with a registered domain, for example: http://objectx.com.mk/runtime 
in which “runtime” is the name of the application in our example 
“Resource Reservation”. 

• Username – the name of the user with which the Portal Engine has 
been installed. 

• Password – a password for the username 

3. OK button is clicked on 

4. A message for a successful sending of the portal to the web server is 
received (Figure 102) OK button is clicked on 

5. In the address space of the Internet Explorer, we insert the address in 
which the portal http://localhost/runtime has been installed, and then, the title 
page of the portal appears. 

 
Figure 100. Choosing command from the main menu 

http://localhost/runtime
http://192.168.0.1/runtime
http://objectx.com.mk/runtime
http://localhost/runtime


 
Figure 101. Insertion of parameters for sending the portal to a web server 

 
Figure 102. A message for a successful sending a portal to the web server 
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